Child Activity Sheets

Serving Quick Tip:
Consider the foods children are learning about in these activities.
This is a great opportunity to have a taste testing.

What does this packet include?

- **FLASH CARDS**
  Pages showcase fresh fruit and vegetables so the children can learn the names of the items and practice spelling.

- **COUNTING**
  Pages showcase a variety of activities that will help the children in your facility learn how to count.

- **COLORING**
  The coloring sheets offer a fun activity for children and feature farm animals.

This product was funded by USDA.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
# Beginning Letter Sound

Circle the beginning sound for each picture or clip it:

| L | C |  
|---|---|---
| _arrots | _broccoli |

| T | B |  
|---|---|---
| _bell Pepper | _each |

| P | C |  
|---|---|---
| _ear | _ucucumber |
Circle the beginning sound for each picture or clip it.
Circle the beginning sound for each picture or clip it:

- Blueberry: B
- Asparagus: A
- Watermelon: W
- Eggplant: E
- Pea: P
- Radish: R
Build your own flashcard using your favorite fruits.
Build your own flashcard using your favorite fruits.
How Many?
How Many?

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5
Counting Game! How Many?
Count each kind of vegetable and write the number in the white box at the bottom.